The Department of Marketing and Strategy at the Stockholm School of Economics invites applications for a tenure-track position at the Assistant Professor level in Strategic Management and/or International Management. We are looking for candidates with a completed PhD degree in Business Administration (Strategy, International Management, but other disciplines could also be relevant). The ideal candidate is someone with a strong research record in evidence of leadership in relevant areas of the discipline and an emerging potential to publish in top journals. Applicants are specifically looking for candidates with a documented interest in and experience from research in strategy process and its management, strategy development and behavior, strategy and institutions, strategic entrepreneurship, knowledge transformation/transfer and exploitation/exploration.

The successful candidate is expected to actively participate in one or more of the ongoing research streams at the Department (see below).

The successful candidate will be part of the core faculty in Strategic and/or International Management at the Department and the primary research within these two subject areas (Bachelor, Master and executive education levels with English as instruction language). Research and teaching are equally important and the candidates will be offered support and training to develop in these areas. The standard teaching load for tenure track faculty is at most four courses per year with the possibility of a 50% reduction through external research grants. To qualify for funding via a research award, the candidate should have an active presence in the international research community in the field. Reviewing experience from relevant journals is a merit.

The candidates must have relevant experience from research relevant courses and must demonstrate teaching effectiveness as indicated by teaching evaluations, letters of recommendations and/or peer reviews. Experience from teaching at both bachelor and master level, designing courses, coaching student projects, and teaching in executive education are considered merits. Ability to teach in English (a current or potential second language) will be evaluated.

Finally, candidates should demonstrate ability and willingness to understand administrative duties on top a full part in the intellectual life of the department and school at large.

How to apply

The formal application is made via the SSE’s online platform (http://jobs.hhs.se/job-vacancies/). To be considered for the position, please submit:

1. A cover letter articulating your fit with the position description, including research interests and plans, and teaching experience/competence.
2. A separate document listing both published articles (if any), submitted articles (including information about journal and faculty), and teaching papers (including information about courses taught).
3. Copies of representative research.
4. Names and contact information for three academic references.

Your application must be received by 15 October 2023.

About the Department of Marketing and Strategy

The Department of Marketing and Strategy is one of six academic departments at the Stockholm School of Economics. The department comprises of four full professors, five associate professors, 16 PhD students, and 13 visiting scholars. The department contributes to teaching in the bachelor, master, PhD, and executive education programs at SSE. The department also hosts about 40 research fellows (fully financed by external research grants). The department’s research agenda is divided into several major areas: Strategy and Management, International Business and Marketing, and Entrepreneurship and Innovation. Research in these areas is conducted in close collaboration with industry and other stakeholders.

The department has a high-performance research orientation and culture. Faculty members are expected to regularly publish in top journals within their respective fields. Our tenure evaluations reflect this and play a major role in the advancement processes of senior faculty members. Our junior faculty members are expected to actively and successfully apply for external research grants to fund both their own research and PhD-student led projects.

About the Stockholm School of Economics

The Stockholm School of Economics, known as the Stockholm Business School in the Nordic and Baltic countries and enjoys a strong international reputation. World-class research forms the foundation of our educational offering, which includes Bachelor, Master, PhD, and unique-quality teaching and research. Stockholm’s School of Economics provides an environment where ambitious students and accomplished researchers meet to address contemporary challenges within business and economics, particularly those concerning sustainability, diversity and innovation. The School is a member of UPPA, the world’s largest alliance of leading business schools, and of the Scandanavian Business and Economics Research Association (SBEA).
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